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What causes economic agents to make choices?1

limited needs and wantsA

the existence of finite resourcesB

the existence of free goodsC

the market mechanismD

A government announces that it will spend an extra $10bn on healthcare, financed by reducing
expenditure on defence.

What is the economic concept represented by this decision?

2

expansionary monetary policyA

increased spending on a public goodB

opportunity costC

the operation of the market mechanismD

The diagram shows a production possibility curve (PPC) for digital televisions and CD players.3

O

digital televisions

CD players

Z

W

Y

X

Which movement shows an increase in the use of existing resources to increase production for
both digital televisions and CD players?

Z to YDZ to WCX to ZBX to WA
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The diagram shows points on two demand curves.4

O

price

quantity

J

K L

M

D1 D2

Which movement between points shows a contraction in demand?

M to LDL to KCK to MBK to JA

What would not cause a shift in the supply curve?5

changes in costs of productionA

changes in direct taxesB

changes in indirect taxesC

changes in a subsidy from the governmentD

For health reasons, consumers decide that they want to eat more vegetables and less meat.

What price signals would the market system send to reallocate resources so that consumers get
what they want?

6

price of
meat

price of
vegetables

decreasedecreaseA

increasedecreaseB

decreaseincreaseC

increaseincreaseD
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What is a likely benefit of a country moving from a mixed economy to a market economy?7

less inequalityA

more nationalisationB

more public goodsC

reduced costs of productionD

What is an external cost of smoking cigarettes?8

the cost of the cigarette packagingA

the cost to non-smokers’ healthB

the cost to smokersC

the tax on cigarettesD

A firm is considering doubling the price of its product.

Which price elasticity of demand (PED) for its product would give it the greatest increase in revenue?

9

−2.0D−1.0C−0.5B0.0A

The table shows information about four financial institutions.

Which institution is most likely to be a commercial bank?

10

it is owned by
shareholders

it is the
government’s

bank

nonoA

yesnoB

noyesC

yesyesD
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What shows a forwards vertical merger?11

A smartphone producer buys a computer chip producer.A

A steel producer buys a car producer.B

A tractor producer buys a wheat producer.C

An oven producer buys a washing machine producer.D

The diagram shows the demand for and the supply of labour for farm workers. The initial equilibrium
is X.

What will be the new equilibrium if there is an increase in labour productivity?

12

O

wage
rate

quantity

S3

S1

S2

D2

D1

D3

X

A

BC

D

Which service is most likely to be supplied by a small business?13

bankingA

dental treatmentB

energy distributionC

rail travelD

When a firm produces 100 units, its total variable cost is $1000 and its total fixed cost is $4000.

What is the firm’s average total cost?

14

$50D$40C$30B$10A
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At a price of $5, the demand for a firm’s product is 1000 units per week. When its price rises to
$10, the demand for its product falls to 600 units per week.

What are the changes in the firm’s average revenue (AR) and total revenue (TR) per week when 
the price of its product rises?

15

change in TR
per week

$

change in AR
$

+1000+5A

+6000+5B

+1000+10C

+6000+10D

A monopoly firm can often earn greater profits than a firm in a competitive market.

Which characteristic of monopoly is most likely to cause this?

16

It can restrict the entry of new firms.A

It is a price-taker.B

It is protected by the government.C

Its total costs are usually low.D

An economy is experiencing a period of deflation with lower output and rising unemployment.

Which policy measure would the government be most likely to use to correct this?

17

improve education and trainingA

increase interest ratesB

reduce income taxC

reduce unemployment benefitsD

What is likely to increase with economic growth?18

cyclical unemploymentA

income per headB

the budget deficitC

the stock of natural resourcesD
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An economy has a high rate of inflation.

Which monetary policy measure is required to reduce inflation?

19

a depreciation of its currency against the US dollarA

an increase in the money supplyB

an increase in the rate of interestC

an increase in the basic rate of income taxD

Three statements about policy measures are listed.20

improved education and training1

deregulation2

reduction in the basic rate of income tax3

What are the supply-side policy measures that would enable the government to make the income
distribution more equal?

2 onlyD1 and 3 onlyC1 and 2 onlyB1, 2 and 3A

In a mixed economy, a government provides some goods that markets cannot.

What is the name of these goods?

21

free goodsA

economic goodsB

merit goodsC

public goodsD

Which of these people would be classed as unemployed?22

a student who does not workA

a person who does not have a job and is actively looking for oneB

a retired person who does not workC

an adult who does not have a job and stays at home to provide childcareD
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The table shows the weights attached to four items in the Consumer Prices Index of a country in 
year 1 and in year 2.

23

year 2year 1item

33.533food

17.518transport

10.511rent

109clothing

Which conclusion can be drawn?

food prices were higher in year 2 than in year 1A

people spent less on transport in year 2 than in year 1B

people spent more on food in year 2 than in year 1C

a greater proportion of income was spent on clothing in year 2 than in year 1D

The table shows the percentage (%) shares of income going to different household income groups
in a country in two years.

24

year 2
% share
of income

year 1
% share
of income

household income
group

5350highest 20%

2220next highest 20%

1815next highest 20%

510next highest 20%

25lowest 20%

What can be concluded about the change over the period?

The distribution of income has become more unequal.A

The number of households in the highest 20% has increased.B

The proportion of households in absolute poverty has increased.C

The proportion of households in relative poverty has fallen.D
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An economy has a high rate of population growth.

What is most likely to have caused this?

25

The average years of schooling is relatively high.A

The birth rate is lower than the death rate.B

The retirement age has increased.C

There are more immigrants than emigrants.D

What is the most likely cause of an increase in poverty in developing economies?26

an increase in poor nutrition and ill-healthA

an increase in education provisionB

an increase in international tourismC

an increase in trade union bargaining powerD

Two countries wish to use their scarce resources to specialise in production and trade with each
other.

Under which conditions is this most likely to happen?

27

the ability of each
country to

reallocate their
resources

the resource
allocations of the
two countries

difficultdifferentA

easydifferentB

difficultsimilarC

easysimilarD

What is a likely effect of imposing a tariff?28

It encourages home industries to be more efficient.A

It increases the demand for home-produced goods.B

It reduces the price of home-produced goods.C

It reduces the price of imports.D
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The diagram shows the foreign exchange market for the Singapore dollar (S$) in exchange for the
United States dollar (US$). The initial equilibrium point is at X.

The followingmonth, Singapore imports more goods from the US but there is no change in Singapore
exports to the US.

What is the new equilibrium point?

29

price of S$
in US$

O
quantity of S$

D3 D1 D2

S3
S1

S2

X

A

BC

D

What is included in the primary income component on the current account of the balance of
payments?

30

dividends and interest from investment in other countriesA

expenditure on accommodation by international tourists visiting a countryB

expenditure on imported raw materialsC

social security payments paid to residents living abroadD
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